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Chapter 20 

 

There should be rest on the seventh day. Father has kept going all day. He has been carrying things out 

from the shed and piling them up on the lawn by the house. It is impossible to figure out the logic he 

uses to divide them. Bender is keeping up with father’s pace, helping him to transport pieces that are 

too large for one person. Things piled up on the lawn resemble debris from some accident no one 

remembers anymore. Except father. Father is the only remaining witness and knows where each item 

goes, although things have lost shape, purpose and meaning. Exposed to the Sun, they give off an 

intolerable smell of dampness and staleness. Father decides which thing belongs to which heap. Father 

is saying, this goes here, that goes there. The determination of the gesture makes his decisions 

convincing. Bender is certain father does not know what he is doing. Father’s body is sweaty, 

threatening to stop at any moment. The doors and windows of the house are open, but that does not 

make it any easier to be outside. Father enters the shed. Father speaks out from the shed: I’ll do what I 

have to. I’ll return the things to the houses they had been taken from. I know what belongs where. 

Bender asks father in the shed: How do you know what belongs to whom? Father does not answer. The 

things have short shadows. It seems as though they are trying to crawl under the things themselves. 

Without shadows the things are unrecognizable. There are no longer any things in the shed. Bender 

does not understand what father is doing in a shed where there are no longer any things. In the place 

where the things were only traces have remained. Through the shed’s door Bender can see father pacing 

from one corner to the other, checking the emptiness that has emerged in the place where there was 

none up until a minute ago. Father walks out of the shed. Wooden beams are piled up against the 

exterior wall of the shed. Six-meter beams are the biggest thing that must be returned. They are so long 

that they cannot bear their own weight, which has caused their ends to curve up and start rotting. 

Father approaches the beams. Measures their length with his steps. Then does the same in the opposite 

direction. Father says: The beams are six meters long. They could be used as rafters or joists, if someone 

was to build something. Bender is standing in the shadow that the house wall is casting onto the lawn. 

The shadow with its clean-cut edges is shifting as fast as the Sun is moving. Father gets into the shadow 

and walks back out of it without paying any attention to its edges. Bender is following father’s 

movements and his voice. Father clasps one end of the beam with both hands and tries to move it, but 

manages only to turn it around its axis. The beam starts slipping across other beams and stops only 

after it touches the ground. Father gives it a kick. Bender crosses over, picks up the beam at the other 

and pulls it up. Father bends down and does the same on his end. While they are standing with the 

beam in their hands, father says: We are lucky because the beams are dry, which makes it easier. 

Bender looks around, searching for a spot where he could drop the beam. Father notices Bender’s wish 

to move, get the job done, see the task through. Father tries to justify the pointlessness of the situation 

and says: It’s best to leave the beams where they are or saw them up into smaller pieces. Bender feels 

the pain radiating form his shoulder blades into both arms. The distance between father and son will 

remain the same, regardless of where they move to, as long as they keep holding the beam in between. 

They are going round in circles. Father says: This could be perfectly useful lumber for someone who 

chooses to build. There’s enough for an entire roof frame. On a house with one or two floors. There 

would even be some left. Bender shifts the beam into his right hand and brings the fingers on the left 



one up to his nose. Resin, says Bender. Father is looking at him, tilting his head right. A fir beam, says 

Bender. A fir beam, father repeats. Fir, says Bender. Impossible, says father, that must be chestnut. 

Bender lowers his end to the ground. Father remains standing, holding the beam. Bender moves over to 

father and sticks his fingers under his nose. Father takes a whiff. Fir, says father. Bender goes back and 

picks up his end. For a few moments father is silent and then he says: Fir is too heavy for roofing. That 

requires a lighter wood. What kind of lighter wood? asks Bender. Chestnutbeechoak, says father. What’s 

going to happen with these then? asks Bender. Father does not answer. Bender gets the impression that 

they are at the beginning of a big renovation. They must decide where to start from. Father knows what 

he is doing, but the world has shrunk, leaving just enough space for one minor dilemma. Father’s head 

is turning left-right-up-down. Right-left-up-down. Each point of view is too short for a six-meter beam. 

Father puts his body weight into the beam and gives Bender a push. Bender is caught off balance and 

takes several steps back. Father nods in his direction to let him know that he has decided. We are going 

to pile the beams around the things they’ve taken out on the lawn, says father. Bender fails to realize 

whom father is talking about. Bender asks father: Who has taken the things out on the lawn? Father 

answers: We have taken the things out on the lawn. It sounded like you’ve said they, says Bender. Who’s 

they? asks father. I don’t know, you’ve said they, Bender answers. Father pushes Bender off to the edge 

of the yard and nods over to signal that this is the spot where they will lower the beam. Both drop their 

end at the same time. The beam falls and thumps onto the ground. Father eyes the beam and lines it up 

with his foot. They go back for a new beam. Father in the front, Bender behind him. As they keep 

moving beams one by one, each new beam seems lighter to Bender. As if the final decision on its 

purpose has reduced the weight that had been piled on by years of storage. The last beam is as light as a 

match, making the two of them as strong as ants. While they are carrying it over to the only free spot 

that will mark the end of the afternoon game, father is laughing. It has been a long time since he did so 

much for himself and the community. You cannot make everything out of nothing, but you can make a 

little something. Where there’s nothing, even a little goes a long way, says father. The only unfortunate 

thing is that where there is nothing, there are also no witnesses who would corroborate that a little can 

be a lot. They put down the beam, and on the lawn in front of the house there is now another house. 

Framed by beams, the things are lying as if they were in small rooms. Two diagonally placed beams at 

the bottom create a roof. The house is hanging upside down. The rendering is neither authentic nor 

logical. Father is confusing top view and front view, up and down. This does not diminish the logic. To 

someone watching from the air, this is a clear top view of a house with four identical rooms and a 

double-pitched roof, upside down. Each room is full of things no one needs. 

  

 


